Abstract. The study is based on the single-case of Baini, Sanshui, Guangdong province. It reveals that traditional human resource embedded in grass-roots society governance is effective. It can operate steadily with lower costs and higher-level participant of the masses. With the guidance of the common purpose-hometown construction, more and more people and social resource were attracted to take part in public affairs governance. It is a political process to maximize public interests, and conforms to the principle of group identification and good governance.
The Join of the Hometown Construction Committee and the Rural Able-person Charity in Governance Path
Baini, Sanshui is the famous hometown of overseas Chinese and developed industrial and commercial areas. There are many overseas Chinese, entrepreneurs and social activists among villagers. According to the present, these people have been playing the role of authority in social self-governance network. How to provide an institutionalized channel to them and lead society authority and market authority to play an active role in grass-roots society governance within the law becomes another key to the success of grass-roots society governance in Baini, Sanshui. For this purpose, under the lead of village Party organization, Baini generates the hometown construction committee and the rural able-person charity in every village and village group. According to the regulations, the hometown construction committee is responsible for providing suggestions and human resource to the council. And the rural able-person charity is responsible for seeking social resource for the council as shown in Figure 1 . The practice shows the governance is effective. In 2003, Cixiang village in Baini town established the hometown construction committee and the rural able-person charity. They raised over 9 million yuan in activity of repairing ancestral hall of the Chen family to make the hall the biggest village-level cultural activity center of the town successfully.
In Figure 1 , although Party organization, council, village committee, hometown construction committee, rural able-person and enterprises within the domain have a clear division of work on functions, the personnel arrangement of governance subjects is highly confluent(as Table 1 ).
This shows the clear division of labor on functions among governance subjects and confluent personnel arrangement. It guarantees effective vertical synergy and horizontal synergy and the effective operation of multiple governance system. 
Notes: P05 is the secretary of village Party branch. P12 is the village head. P19 is the retired village head.
The New Ancestral Hall Culture: The Consensus under the Common Purpose of Hometown Construction
The choice of issue in grass-roots society governance necessarily shows the consensus preference of regional people under the condition of adequate and free public opinions expression. Arranging issues scientifically to deal with the consensus preference contributes to the success of governance and the Under the condition of market economy, people's actions are guided by social exchange theory. People pay out energy and labor to get rewards [1] . However, if people in grass-roots governance acted based on the exchange-return concept, the grass-roots society will not be able to pay such huge resource. The case of Baini, Sanshui shows, the subjects of governance don't work for rewards but for the common purpose of homeltown construction. Home is the ethical carrier of traditional Chinese culture. The hometown construction focuses on obligation and dedication rather than reward. That is to say the common purpose of Baini, Sanshui it set up under the traditional value of hometown construction. The overseas Chinese in the home construction committee and the rural able-person charity have the strong motivation to bring benefit to hometown and bring glory on their ancestors just as the literati and officialdom in feudal China [2] . The successful local entrepreneurs also have the motivation to meet the social obligation and participant in public affairs to win villagers' approval. As the research shows, their value recognition is also partial to traditional Chinese culture. In addition, the culture of respecting the old still exists in grass-roots society [3] . Young adults are busy at work and have no time to participate in village public affairs. These decide that most of the member of the council and its participants are elder men. The combined motivation preference of these 3 kinds of authority makes the issues partial to the traditional hometown construction issues: public welfare establishments for ancestral halls and family temples.
But the ancestral hall is owned by one surname and has strong exclusiveness. Although it's also the village-level public affairs, there is still a distance from modern public affairs. For this kind of issues, the government no longer forbids by administrative orders. The government proposes that as long as the ancestral hall is open to other public welfare establishments while keeping the function of worshiping ancestors, the hall can apply for 30% of cost as compensation according to Guangdong Province Interim Management Measures on Financial Compensation to Village Public Welfare Establishments. Under the encouraging of this reward mechanism, the village (group) council reforms the function of the ancestral hall positively to make it the public modern activity space. This negotiation mechanism between government and society has good governance effect. For example, after the repair, the ancestral hall of the Chen family is transformed to the new front of Party construction, the new generation base of social organizations, the new center of self-governance and decision-making and the new center of culture and sports activity while keeping tradition culture of the hall. The council takes advantage of the hall's space and cohesion to incorporate the elements of culture, sports, entertainment, discussion and decision-making. 14 cultural associations enter the hall including dragon boat association, dancing lion association, dance association and the elderly's association, which improves local communal environment greatly and promotes social harmony. It becomes an exemplary base of society governance system innovation.
Research Conclusions
From the whole research conclusions, the case presents a new governance path: under the common purpose and aspiration of constructing homestead, according to the structure of collective interest, Baini establishes the council led by Party legally and collects the regional public opinions widely. Utilizing this common purpose and discussion platform, Baini gives legal identity to people who have governance resource in the form of social organization to bring social and market resource into governance in the way of fulfilling hometown obligation. At the same time, in order to ensure the common purpose conforming to the meaning of law and public affair, the government establishes negotiation rules that as long as the purpose conforms to the government construction regulations, the society only have to bear 2/3 of the cost and the government pays for the 1/3 to construct the governance purpose jointly. This finally constructs the governance network of the corporation of government, society and market. The success of this case enlightens the exploring direction of Chinese grass-roots society governance.
